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Background
There has been much written about charity digital 
maturity. There are also many self-assessment diagnostic 
tools and models to describe the digital transformation 
process. 

We know that this symbol of a maturing sector.  There is a 
lot of energy going in to providing support for charities to 
make sense of digital, whilst more ‘mature’ charities are 
now openly sharing their progress and learning.

Through this research, in May to July 2019, Innovation 
Unboxed, Think Social Tech and CAST set out to 
understand how best practice is described in digital 
maturity frameworks. We wanted to identify the patterns, 
gaps, issues and what changes are needed in this area. 

https://www.innovationunboxed.org/
https://www.innovationunboxed.org/
http://www.thinksocialtech.org/
http://www.cast.org/


Research focus

1. Map what frameworks exist: How many diagnostic 
tools, literature, reports, think pieces and surveys exist 
in the sector?

2. Describe digital maturity focus areas: Is it possible to 
identify a consistent set of standards that define, 
describe and assess the journey towards digital 
maturity?

3. Identify key progression stages: Are there common 
benchmarks for success and development journeys? 

4. Frameworks for charities: What are the characteristics 
of charity diagnostic tools? Which are the most 
appropriate frameworks to recommend? What needs 
to change?

How can you assess 
digital maturity in 
charities?



Approach

To do this we set out to...

- Collate and analyses what diagnostic tools, 
literature, reports, think pieces and surveys exist

- Publically share our efforts to map and synthesise 
digital maturity tools

- Examine subsets of diagnostic tools and key 
literature in more detail to identify consistent 
stages, and focus areas

- Talk to tool developers about their tool 
development, evidence base, feedback gained and 
interest in our project

A project mapping 
digital maturity 
discourse and 
practice in the charity 
sector



1. Mapping what frameworks exist



Airtable

We built on an existing Airtable curated by CAST (public 
link here) and shared this Medium post.

We spoke to: NCVO, the DOT project, SCVO, Elemental 
and presented at NetSquared Meetup

We examined:

- What frameworks existed, their evidence base, 
target audience, design, use cases

- Common patterns across the tools in their design, 
focusing on diagnostic tools

- Common definitions and focus areas for digital 
maturity, stages and pathways of progression 
described 

https://airtable.com/tblO1WdDpeHRF3jdW/viw1PUxfJ5QxU9Vhk?blocks=hide
https://airtable.com/shrPu7tPawOcuX89g/tblO1WdDpeHRF3jdW?blocks=hide
https://airtable.com/shrPu7tPawOcuX89g/tblO1WdDpeHRF3jdW?blocks=hide
https://medium.com/@thinksocialtech/how-can-you-assess-digital-maturity-in-charities-bc6a15bdcaa6


1. Frameworks Map
Airtable Tab 1: Digital Maturity Frameworks lists 50 
unique digital maturity guides, codes, self-assessment 
tools, research papers and think pieces. It includes: 

- Basic details: name, owner, link, date, cost, target 
audience and use case, how they describe it 

- Background: Evidence base, type 
(diagnostic/report), outline of content 

- Analysis of focus areas: Our analysis of which 
tools have common focus areas (for tab 2 and 3)

Note some columns are duplicated with checkboxes 
for analysis (tab 2). Many columns are hidden for ease 
of viewing the airtable.  

Tab 4: Complementary Frameworks also lists other 
indirectly relevant tools and frameworks not 
specifically focussing on digital maturity



Airtable Tab 2: Focus areas 

We identified 19 common focus areas across the 
tools for digital maturity. 

This is detailed on tab 2 and is connected to tab 
1 (column ‘R. Focus Areas Analysis’). It lists the 
numbers of the tools that list types of 
information the tools present. 

It also shows the numbers of frameworks 
addressing the defined focus areas across the 
types of tools and the individual definitions and 
descriptions of best practice described in each 
of the shortlisted tools.

2. Focus areas 



3. Progression stages
This is connected to tab 1 ( hidden columns in tab 1 are to aid 
readability and cover progression stages)

Table 1 and Table 2: Pathways

We identified two types of pathway (Organisation and Design) 
and 9 frameworks with 3-5 commonly defined stages relevant 
to charities. The tables show for each stage: A descriptor; basic 
milestones, basic outputs and suggested literature (from the 
full Digital Framework Overview list)

Table 3: Focus areas pathways

Summarises what progress looks like for each of the 19 focus 
areas (in tab 2) describing common definitions of the focus 
areas from the 9 tools, how the tools describe best practice 
and a summarised list of indicators of best practice.

https://airtable.com/tblO1WdDpeHRF3jdW/viw1PUxfJ5QxU9Vhk?blocks=hide


Reflections
Tools can be divided into 4 main areas: 

- Sector Analysis (charity digital survey)
- General guides (e.g. 10 things you need)
- Organisation diagnostics (benchmark, plan)
- Specific functions (service design, content) 

The organisation that owns or hosts a framework is key 
to interpreting it’s relevance. Few are explicit about their 
key target audience or evidence base. For most, 
understanding the nature of the organisation (their 
priorities, services and focus) are key to interpreting the 
tool itself. 

Collating these has been valuable. There are a lot of 
frameworks and the response to the project has been 
positive, where it has been shared or publicised. 

Coincidentally, one of my team also just 
spotted your post about digital maturity 
frameworks. It’s brilliant that you’ve 
collated all of these and are looking to 
provide some recommendations 
around rationalising/prioritising. 
(Large charity responding to blog)



Framework numbers

50 
Frameworks, tools, 
guides, reports and blogs 
outlining what digital 
maturity looks like

33/50

Targeted specifically at  
charities, the remaining 
17 are for SMEs, social 
tech start ups and 
government

29/50

Created in 2018/19 (21 
were older). 12 of the 
charity diagnostic tools 
were created in 2018/19 

15/50

Include stages of 
progression towards 
digital maturity (typically 
3-5 stages)

27/50

Are classified as 
‘literature’, including 
blogs, reports, guides 
and think pieces about 
digital maturity

23/50

Are diagnostic tools  to 
help organisations 
self-assess their digital 
maturity.

14/23

Diagnostic tools are 
targeted specifically at 
charities looking at digital 
maturity across their 
organisation

19
Components of digital 
maturity have been 
identified as common 
focus areas across the 50 
tools

https://airtable.com/shrowbkYn6rs1uhAA
https://airtable.com/shrLPTsRTmycn8KVb


Evidence base
We categorised the evidence for each of the 50 frameworks - many do not make their evidence base 
explicit.  Where this was unclear, we made the assumption that their tool was based on internal priorities 
and experience of providing services. Some used multiple types of evidence so are double counted 
(the numbers won’t add up):

Of the 50 frameworks overall (including reports and surveys):
● 14 are based on direct research with their target audience
● 6 are based on other tools, desk research and analysis
● 7 are based on sector expertise (consultations or steering groups)
● 24 are based on internal priorities, experience and learning

Of the 14 diagnostic tools for charities 
● 3 are based on direct research (NCVO, TechTrust ICT4NGO, Charity Comms).
● 4 are based on other tools, desk research and analysis
● 3 are based on sector expertise (consultations or steering groups)
● 6 are based on internal priorities, experience and learning



Defining digital 
The tools largely offer general interpretations of 
the importance of digital, however almost no  tools 
outlined in the research expressly define what the 
term digital means. 

For the purposes of research we have chosen to 
use the definition used in the Charity Digital Code 
taken from the Co-op’s definition of digital:

“Applying the culture, practices, processes & 
technologies of the Internet era to respond to 
people’s raised expectations”.

The only other explicit definitions that 
complement this description and can be found in 
the CapGemini Digital Culture Challenge which 
focuses on digital culture shown left) 

https://digitalblog.coop.co.uk/2016/06/14/what-we-mean-when-we-say-digital/
https://www.capgemini.com/consulting/wp-content/uploads/sites/30/2017/07/dti_digitalculture_report.pdf


Defining digital maturity
None of the tools definine digital maturity. Instead, they address why it is important for organisations to 
think about and give a rationale to undertake a digital maturity assessment. Tools which do outline the 
rationale include Charity Digital Code, Cogapp, NPC, TechTrust, Deloitte, CapGemini, and FutureGov. 
The rationale they give includes:

● To assess how ready you are for change
● To deliver for your communities
● To integrate a digital strategy in to your organisational strategy
● To reflect on what you want to do as an organisation strategically to inform your digital strategy
● To consider the capabilities, skills and assets within an organisation 
● To support a series of conversations with service users, front-line staff and leadership relating to 

skills, capability and governance. 
● To visualise how digitally mature each part of your organisation is 
● To continue to review digital transformation progress against a maturity assessment
● To reduce costs of running your organisation and to improve efficiency

Only the Charity Digital Code explicitly references similar outcomes to CAST in gaining confidence, 
motivation and focus on next steps for digital.

https://doit.life/charity-digital-code/experiences/37816?containerId=13112
https://www.cogapp.com/leading-digital-transformation
https://www.thinknpc.org/resource-hub/developing-your-digital-roadmap/
https://charitydigital.org.uk/how-to-measure-digital-maturity-organisation/
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Technology-Media-Telecommunications/deloitte-digital-maturity-model.pdf
https://www.charitydigitalnews.co.uk/2017/11/17/closing-the-leadership-employee-gap-when-it-comes-to-digital-transformation-infographic/?utm_source=CDN+subscribers&utm_campaign=609c43eebd-21_11_2017_NL&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_5cd28b51ea-609c43eebd-10861257
https://blog.wearefuturegov.com/a-digital-maturity-assessment-that-your-organisation-can-act-upon-2eedfc456c26
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code/experiences/37816?containerId=13112


2. Describing Digital Maturity



Categorising focus areas
We categorised the focus areas across all 50 frameworks under key headings or ‘buckets’ according to 
the descriptions, definitions and questions observed across the tools (grounded theory approach, 
thematic analysis). We discovered 19 areas in total, in the following order of those most cited:

10. Strategy
11. Services
12. Collaboration
13. Innovation
14. Accessibility
15. Responsible tech
16. Open
17. Future
18. Social impact
19. Diversity

1. Team, people and skills
2. Internal systems
3. Culture
4. Leadership
5. Risks
6. User-centred
7. Communications
8. Data
9. Financial sustainability,



Definitions of focus areas
1. Team, people and skills: How organisations manage their staff, their interactions, the structure and 

systems to support and foster digital skills and capabilities.

2. Internal systems: How organisations plan and manage their technical systems, IT infrastructure, and 
data storage processes. 

3. Culture: The capabilities that and organisation has, as well as the values, structures, ways of working 
and behaviours that support the right environment for digital success.

4. Leadership: How the Board, CEO and senior leadership think about organisational governance, 
strategic management and planning of digital in their organisations.

5. Risks: The processes, systems and infrastructure organisations have in place to responsibly manage 
privacy, GDPR and security in their organisation, as well as their awareness of risks and how to mitigate 
and manage these effectively. 

6. User-centred: The process by which organisations respond to user needs and behaviours, including 
undertaking user research and engaging users when designing services to ensure their requirements 
are met appropriately and sensitively. 



Definitions of focus areas
7. Communications: How organisations use digital to strategically communicate online and offline to 

manage their interactions with their stakeholders.

8. Data: The ability to collect, manage, store and strategically make use of data to inform decision making.

9. Financial sustainability: How organisations invest in digital strategically and responsibly to make the 
best use of its potential. This includes resourcing and funding the growth, impact and sustainability of 
digital products and services.

10. Strategy: The ability to set a clear direction of travel and purpose of the organisation, articulating what 
the organisation wants to achieve and how digital can help.

11. Services:  Designing and developing services that put users at the core, where  technology is 
strategically deployed to increase reach or improve delivery in ways that are simple, intuitive and 
comprehensible.

12. Collaboration: Building and enhancing organisational strengths, behaviours and capabilities through 
targeted engagement with others (internally and externally).



Definitions of focus areas
13. Innovation: The process organisations use to create, develop and pilot new ideas that address an 

unmet need in a cost efficient and low risk way.

14. Accessibility: The extent to which an organisations’ services are designed to be accessible and 
inclusive of audiences, meeting complex needs and reaching those who are digitally excluded.

15. Responsible tech: The approach organisations take towards ethical development, including 
consequence scanning, factoring in unconscious bias and exploring the implications of digital. 

16. Open: The fostering of a mindset that focuses on the practice of sharing, collaboration and continuous 
learning - making information more accessible to drive improvement.

17. Future: How organisations anticipate and plan for the future, taking into account the potential impact 
and implications of changes in technology and in wider society. 

18. Social impact: How organisations look to improve people’s lives and communities through their work, 
creating social value.

19. Diversity: How organisations ensure that they digital services they create are inclusive of marginalised 
and underrepresented communities, are built by diverse teams and are inclusive by design.



Analysis of focus areas

● We created a shortlist of 12 tools and reports that we felt were most relevant to the charity sector. 
This shortlist only included tools that were the very comprehensive, well documented and were 
either evidence based or well designed based on user testing, sector insight or desk research. 

● We also documented the definitions and descriptions across the 19 focus areas and noted any 
specific guides focusing in-depth or explicitly on each. 

● We also examined reports or diagnostic tools from the broader set of 50 frameworks where there 
was a core component addressing it. 

● We looked for patterns, consistency and differences in the definitions and descriptions used to 
assess digital maturity. However, most only offer short definitions / descriptions of focus areas. 
Some emphasise one focus area multiple times (e.g. user centered or accessibility)

● We had planned to analyse key stages of maturity within each focus area. However, the paucity of 
detail on key outcomes across the stages overall and for each meant this was not possible. 

● The analysis is all documented on this tab in the airtable ( access to edit airtable base here) 
● The following slides outline the analysis of the 9 most common focus areas: Team, people and 

skills; Internal systems; Culture; Leadership; Risks; User-centred; Communications; Finance

https://airtable.com/shrrxUddzqZgFUgHe
https://airtable.com/tblHqatdBqHhbThCb/viwG6i5nw6SPdoIN0?blocks=hide


Team, People, Skills
Team, People and Skills is the most popular focus, cited by 26 out of the 50 frameworks and 8 of the 14 
charity diagnostics. It is consistently described to include technical skills (like data analytics) and more 
general confidence and competence to engage with digital tools and the organisation digital strategy. 
Common indicators of progress and development plans include:

● Skills audits, staff development plans (including HR budget) training and skills sharing internally
● Recruitment practices attract digital skills
● Prioritising digital skills and attitudes across everyone’s roles and job descriptions. Key indicators of 

progress tend to move from digital being one person’s job (and a core digital function such as 
managing social media) to being a cross-organisational capability in everyone's job description

● Frameworks dedicated to service design assert the need for multidisciplinary teams that include 
technical skills, subject expertise, user insight and design skills. 

● Only one framework (Rockerfeller Foundation) focuses on diversity (where a team includes users, 
diverse backgrounds and multiple disciplines as a defining feature of a digitally mature team).

How organisations manage their staff, their interactions, structure and systems to 
support and foster digital skills and capabilities.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/appforest_uf/f1501183641679x524917938048020030/Building_the_Capacity_to_Innovate_A_guide_for_nonprofits_FINAL3_Digital_7.27.17.pdf


Internal Systems
Internal Systems has been used to classify frameworks focusing on internal processes, staff 
experiences, infrastructure, hardware, software, CRM and technology. For this reason, it is one of the 
most popular focus areas, cited by 25 out of the 50 frameworks and 9 of the 14 diagnostic tools for 
charities. Key tools focusing on these areas in-depth include Tech Trust,  ICT4NGO, SCVO, Digital 
leadership, NCVO and the New Reality

However, there is a lot of differentiation in what these tools focus on. Specific angles include Cloud 
technology, processing donations online, CRM systems and cloud technology, collaboration and 
communications tools used internally. A few make the connection to the ‘People, team and skills’ focus 
in terms of staff knowing what technology is used and getting the most value from this.  

Overwhelmingly, most focus on the need for ongoing investment in IT infrastructure, as well as the need 
to ensure that IT provision is effective and well set up. 

How organisations plan and manage their technical systems, IT infrastructure, 
and data storage processes.

https://uk.ict4ngo.org/
https://digitalcheckup.org/
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://thenewreality.info/themeinfrastructure


Culture
Culture is a core focus for 25 of the 50 tools and 8 of the charities diagnostic tools. Key tools focusing 
in-depth on culture include: New Reality, Charity Digital Code, Rockerfeller Foundation, Digital 
Leadership Framework, Data Maturity Framework and CapGemini. This is consistently articulated as the 
values, behaviours and ways of working across the organisation. It is also connected with ‘team, people 
and skills’ in practice - 15 tools (out of the 24) include both focus areas or overlap sufficiently to be 
counted in both components

The characteristics of a digitally mature organisation broadly relate to ‘digital ways of working’, including 
curiosity, transparency, sharing learning, questioning of assumptions, experimentation, skills sharing and 
adopting a ‘user-centric’ approach across the organisation. The Charity Digital Code states:

“The right culture will develop the confidence and motivation of staff and volunteers in digital, shaping the 
accompanying behaviour by increasing collaboration, creating momentum, breaking down silos, 
empowering people to share new ideas, using data to improve decision making and increasing 
transparency.” 

The capabilities that and organisation has, as well as the values, structures, ways 
of working and behaviours that support the right environment for digital success.

https://thenewreality.info/culture
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://s3.amazonaws.com/appforest_uf/f1501183641679x524917938048020030/Building_the_Capacity_to_Innovate_A_guide_for_nonprofits_FINAL3_Digital_7.27.17.pdf
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://www.dataorchard.org.uk/what-is-data-maturity
https://www.capgemini.com/consulting/wp-content/uploads/sites/30/2017/07/dti_digitalculture_report.pdf
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code


Leadership
Leadership is referenced in 20 of the 50 frameworks and 7 of the 14 charity diagnostics. Key tools 
include the Charity Digital Code, Digital Leadership Digital Maturity Framework and the Cogapp report. 
Definitions of leadership are similar and tend to include Trustees, CEO and the senior management 
team (mostly combined). Frameworks emphasise that leadership in a digitally mature organisation:

● Understands and champions the importance of digital and technology to the organisation
● Has knowledge, skills and expertise around digital
● Has confidence and motivation to engage with digital
● Take responsibility for owning, driving or prioritising digital initiatives (supporting staff to innovate) 
● Oversee delivery of a digital strategy (or how digital is integrated into the organisational strategy)
● Prioritise digital skills in recruitment and digital training for staff

Progression routes focus on moving from a siloed view of digital (one role, budget, approach) to an 
embedded one (multiple teams, all roles, different approaches) integrated with the organisational 
strategy. 

How the Board, CEO and senior leadership think about organisational 
governance, strategic management and planning of digital in their organisations.

https://doit.life/charity-digital-code/experiences/37824?containerId=13112
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd
https://www.cogapp.com/leading-digital-transformation


Risks
Risks is a key focus of 18 of the 50 frameworks and 7 of the 14 charity diagnostic tools. Key tools 
focusing on risks include: The Lloyds Bank Digital Business Index and the Charity Digital Code

Descriptions of risks are very consistent. They emphasise that a digitally mature organisation will have 
strong policies, procedures and processes in place to identify and mitigate against risks, as well as 
having confidence that these are robust and protect their users. 

There are broadly 4 key areas of risk addressed in various tools: 

● Cyber security: An effective plan in place to manage cybersecurity and breaches and mechanisms 
to prevent hacking

● GDPR: Adhering to key legislation
● Privacy: Transparent about use of data and have a clear, easy-to-understand privacy notice
● Reputational Risk and brand management

The processes, systems and infrastructure organisations have in place to 
responsibly manage privacy, GDPR and security in their organisation, as well as 
their awareness of risks and how to mitigate and manage these effectively.

https://resources.lloydsbank.com/businessdigitalindex/
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code/experiences/37824?containerId=13112


User Centered
User-centered design practices for digital are referenced in 17 of the 50 frameworks and 7 of the 14 
charity diagnostic tools. Those tools with a strong focus on user-centered processes include GDS, 
CAST Better Digital Services, NCVO and FutureGov - which also have a strong complimentary 
emphasis on service design. 

The tools focusing on user-centered processes define it consistently, to include researching and 
understanding users’ needs from the start of designing a digital product or service, as well as 
integrating user-testing, feedback and analytics within development processes and decision making.

Note that some tools emphasised the need for good user-experience testing or for data analytics and  
were not included under this category because of their narrow focus.

The process by which organisations respond to user needs and behaviours, 
including undertaking user research and engaging users when designing 
services to ensure their requirements are met appropriately and sensitively.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles
https://betterdigital.services/
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://blog.wearefuturegov.com/a-digital-maturity-assessment-that-your-organisation-can-act-upon-2eedfc456c26


Service Design
Service design is included in 11 of the 50 frameworks but only 3 of the 14 charity diagnostic tools. 
Those tools with a strong focus on service design include GDS, CAST Better Digital Services, NCVO 
and FutureGov - which also have a strong complimentary emphasis on user-centered processes. 

The definitions of good service design practices in a digitally mature organisation are vague. They 
largely all incorporate a focus on user-needs as key to designing a digital tool or service that works for 
them and overlap with user-centered practices (7 frameworks include both separately). GDS gives the 
clearest differentiation, focusing on the entire interaction with a person (more than a digital tool).  

“A service is something that helps people to do something. Our job is to uncover user needs, and build the 
service that meets those needs. Of course much of that will be pages on the web, but we’re not here to 
build websites. The digital world has to connect to the real world, so we have to think about all aspects of 
a service, and make sure they add up to something that meets user needs.”

Designing and developing services that put users at the core, where  technology 
is strategically deployed to increase reach or improve delivery in ways that are 
simple, intuitive and comprehensible.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles
https://betterdigital.services/
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://blog.wearefuturegov.com/a-digital-maturity-assessment-that-your-organisation-can-act-upon-2eedfc456c26
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles


Data
Data is a key focus of 15 frameworks and 8 charity tools. Tools solely focusing on GDPR and data 
protection have been categorised under risks. The Data Maturity Framework is the most 
comprehensive, evidence based and well designed assessment tool. Data is also well covered by 
NCVO, GDS and Digital Leadership. Key indicators by the Data Maturity Framework include: 

● Strategic planning around the collection, use and analysis of data to improve effectiveness.
● Internal data expertise (specialist staff or skills) 
● People across the organisation can access the data, reports and analysis they need in a way that 

it can be easily and safely understood and used.
● General skills, confidence and motivation to use data reports effectively across the organisation 
● Ensuring data collected is effective, ethical and impactful
● Using statistical methods to predict the future performance of products and services 
● Making proactive data driven decisions.

The ability to collect, manage, store and strategically make use of data to inform 
decision making.

https://www.dataorchard.org.uk/what-is-data-maturity
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://www.dataorchard.org.uk/what-is-data-maturity


Financial Sustainability
Coverage of financial sustainability is patchy, addressed in 15 of the 50 frameworks, but only 2 of the 
charity diagnostic tools. Key tools include CAST Better Digital Services, New Reality and Shift 
Progressively. This is described as: finances; sustainability; financial value; income generation; 
budgeting; funding and fundraising. There is also little consistency in definitions and the frameworks 
cover fairly separate but interlinked topics: 

● Planning how to pay for ongoing maintenance costs, income generation plans, business models, 
taking a product to scale and generating revenue 

● Adopting different approaches to organisational funding, exploring hybrid models, internal funds 
and new revenue-generation opportunities (such as social finance and crowdfunding) and 
maximising online fundraising (New Reality, Shift Progressively)

● Budgeting effectively for digital transformation (specific focus of Digital Leadership Framework)

How organisations invest in digital strategically and responsibly to make the best 
use of its potential. This includes resourcing and funding the growth, impact and 
sustainability of digital products and services.

https://betterdigital.services/
https://thenewreality.info/
http://progressively.org.uk/
https://thenewreality.info/
http://progressively.org.uk/
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework


Communications
Communications is a key focus of 16 frameworks and 9 charity tools. It is specific to charity diagnostic 
tools (it is not a focus of non-charity diagnostic tools) and is not referenced by older tools. Key guides 
include the Conscientious Content Happiness Index and NCVO. 

Broadly, definitions of communications are fairly consistent, covering a focus marketing, content, social 
media channels, brand, marketing and online engagement. Tools going in to more depth focus on:

● Content strategy and approach
● Digital channels to reach, communicate with and involve target audiences
● Internal responsibility, skills and support to deliver plans 
● Effective tools to create, approve and publish content. 
● Search engine optimisation, understanding how people search for relevant content and 

responding to this by organising and structuring content to help them find what they need. 
● Monitoring activity on digital channels and responding to audiences.

How organisations use digital to strategically communicate online and offline to 
manage their interactions with their stakeholders.

https://contentious.ltd/how-content-is-your-content/
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix


Patterns in focus areas

Digital Maturity is most commonly described in terms of: Team, people and skills; Internal systems; 
Culture; Leadership; Risks; User-centred; Communications; Data; Financial sustainability. These are the 
most cited areas across the 50 frameworks. Some are more specific to charity diagnostic tools

Niche areas also used to describe digital maturity: Collaboration; openness; strategy; accessibility; 
innovation; social impact are rare and cited by a smaller proportion of the 50 frameworks. 

Emerging areas: services; responsible/ethical development;  future; diversity 

● Service design is being positioned by leading sector organisations and thought leaders as a key 
facet of digital maturity (CAST, NCVO, GDS). It is less apparent in older frameworks, diagnostics 
from outside of the charity sector and organisational frameworks

● Responsible and ethical development is being discussed in think pieces and by thought leaders 
such as Dot Everyone, but is not currently covered by diagnostic tools. 

● Diversity, inclusion and accessibility of both digital products and teams has patchy coverage 
across the 50 frameworks. Given debates across the charity sector and tech sector this  is 
surprising and will likely change over the coming few years.  



Service design as a key element of digital maturity is most evident in tools and literature 
published by those specialising in sector leadership (CAST, NCVO). Newer (or more 
recently developed) tools and literature in the charity sector that focuses on user-centered 
processes and service design. This could be a time-lag issue

Risks, Strategy and Communications (content, marketing, social media) hardly feature in 
older literature and tools. However, they are in the top focus areas for 2018-2019 tools. 

Ethics appears to be emerging as a newer area of focus, but is not discussed widely in the 
literature or included in diagnostic tools

Responsible design also looks to be a newer framing (includes accessibility and inclusive 
design which do feature in older tools)

Culture, Leadership and Team (people and skills) have been consistently important to the 
literature and tools focusing on digital maturity

Change over time



Diagnostic tools from other sectors (largely SME’s or Higher Education and NHS) 

● Echo some of the main 6 components of charity tools: Internal systems, Culture, Strategy and 
Leadership and Team. 

● But unlike the charity diagnostic tools, most do not focus on Communications or Data. 
● They also prioritise a focus on financial sustainability. 
● No diagnostic tools outside of the charity sector focus on services or user centered design (they 

do include references to data analytics, feedback and user experience)

The literature collated surrounding digital maturity in the charity sector

● Echos some of the main components of the charity diagnostic tools: Team, Culture, Internal 
Systems and Leadership (and Risks)

● But unlike the charity diagnostic tools, does not focus on Data
● The literature prioritises User-Centered Design to a greater extent (but this could be a time-lag 

issue as to when the tools were last developed)

Comparisons



3. Identifying key progression stages



Progression stages
Overall 15 guides or tools indicated stages of 
progression for digital maturity (out of the 50 overall 
set of frameworks identified). All the diagnostic tools 
included scales of 1-3 or 1-5 consistently that 
indicate progression. 

All assume linear progression rather than drop of 
points or different pathways

The evidence base for progression through or 
outcomes for each stage is very thin and poorly 
described. The Digital leaders Maturity Framework 
and Arrk Group, Digital Readiness Level Tool and 
DataKind Data Maturity Assessment are most clearly 
articulated 

FutureGov image from this blog post

https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://www.arrkgroup.com/
https://drl-tool.org/
https://dataevolution.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2017/01/Summary-Designed-Data-Maturity-Framework-Social-Sector-FINAL-v1.pdf
https://blog.wearefuturegov.com/a-digital-maturity-assessment-that-your-organisation-can-act-upon-2eedfc456c26


Progression scoring 

- Most follow an ‘outcome star’ model - before and 
after measures based on positive progression and 
rating scale (1 - 5). 

- A smaller proportion use scales that you see in 
surveys with a positive rating (rather than a likert 
scale with agree to disagree ratings) 

- Survey thinking tends to underpin their design, 
presentation and analysis. They are ‘neutral’ 
assessments assuming all aspects important 

- Don’t start with assets or priorities (not personalised 
or interactive in that way)



Progression stages
Progression stages (tab 3)

Only 9 diagnostic tools describe progression routes of 
digital maturity for charities. Three outline progression 
stages but do not describe what the definitions mean 
(Cap Gemini, Lloyds Business Index, After Digital), and two 
focus on design (Social Tech Trust & Shift). 

The interpretation, milestones and outputs are patchy 
across both pathways. Only Digital Leadership and Shift 
clearly define indicators against stages (Lloyds provides 
some details but they are not linked).

More work is needed to develop defined milestones and 
indicators against stages of maturity overall. 

Example from Arrk Digital maturity Assessment

https://www.arrkgroup.com/resources/thought-leadership/digital-maturity-assessment/


4. Frameworks for charities



Charity Diagnostic tools

1. Charity Digital Code of Practice

2. Digital Leadership Maturity Framework 

3. NCVO Digital Maturity Matrix

4. Tech Trust - ICT4NGO 

5. Innovation Unboxed Digital Maturity 
Framework

6. Charity Comms Digital Benchmark

7. Elemental Digital maturity for social prescribing

8. Rockerfeller Foundation Innovation Capacity 
Assessment for Non Profits

9. Charity IT leaders digital benchmarking

10. Hubbub (the charity digital code)

11. After Digital - Digital Maturity Questionnaire 

12. The Digital Workplace Skills Framework

13. SCVO Digital Check-up

14. The Dot Project Digital Maturity Healthcheck



Communications

Data

Internal Systems

Charity diagnostic focus
This visual shows the top 7 focus areas for 
the 14 charity diagnostic tools (cited by 
50%  or 7+). Those cited by less than 4 are:

User-centered 
Strategy
Responsible and Ethical
Innovation
Future
Collaboration 
Services
Diversity and Inclusion
Future
Financial sustainability
Openness
Social Impact
Accessibility

Team

Leadership

Culture

50% (7 of 14 tools)

Risks



Overview
Target audience 

● Many are vague about their target audience and are purposefully broad
● It is difficult to determine which are suitable specifically for small or large charities. 
● Only a few are dedicated to large charities.
● Most require some understanding of terminology 

Context of use
● Most are designed for an individual to complete, rather than a team. The Capgemini Report 

however, shows that there can be distinct differences in the ways in which leadership feel about 
key topics such as having a culture of innovation within the organisation.  

● Very few explain who that individual should be or knowledge they need
● The tools require awareness and acceptance of strengths/ weaknesses. 

What they offer
● A snapshot diagnosis of overall digital maturity, weak areas andwhere to improve 
● Some offer benchmarking and/or showing what good practice looks like. 
● Only a few offer signposting (to practical support, resources or training) 
● Most connect people in to their specific organisation providing services.  

https://www.capgemini.com/consulting/wp-content/uploads/sites/30/2017/07/dti_digitalculture_report.pdf


What we don’t know

Which diagnostic tools are most popular or useful 
and why? How charities furthest away from digital 
see these and differences according to scale/size

How diagnostic tools are used in practice

- How and why organisations choose one

- If, when and why they are valuable

- How are they used, context (one person or 
team) and what happens afterwards

- Are they effective for those new to digital

What would help most? Meta tool, standards, 
navigation advice, recommendations

Cogapp Report Image



Overview
Target audience 
● Many are vague about their target audience and are purposefully broad
● It is difficult to determine which are suitable specifically for small or large charities. 
● Only a few are dedicated to large charities.
● Most require some understanding of terminology 

Context of use
● Most are designed for an individual to complete, rather than a team. 
● Very few explain who that individual should be or knowledge they need
● The tools require awareness and acceptance of strengths/ weaknesses. 

What they offer
● A snapshot diagnosis of overall digital maturity, weak areas andwhere to improve 
● Some offer benchmarking and/or showing what good practice looks like. 
● Only a few offer signposting (to practical support, resources or training) 
● Most connect people in to their specific organisation providing services.  

Common patterns

Scoring

8 key focus areas

Focus on best practice

Indicating pathways



Guide to the best guides
From our analysis of the 50 frameworks as they appear (as well as speaking to some developers), the 
following organisations have developed tools that are most well designed and / or researched (based 
on an analysis of existing tools, internal learning, sector expertise or user testing):

1. Charity Digital Code (based on solid sector expertise) 
2. CAST Better Digital Services (substantive user research and testing, with signposting to resources)
3. SCVO (well suited to smaller charities, connects into their free service) 
4. NCVO (solid user testing and development based on existing tools)
5. New Reality (thought leadership report based on substantive research, targeted at larger charities)
6. Digital leadership Framework (most comprehensive tool, suited to larger charities) 
7. Data Maturity Framework (most rigorously researched and developed, specific to data maturity)
8. Cogapp (helpful for chief executives) 

There are other tools that look to be of interest but are not freely and openly available (because they are 
built in to consultancy services), including the DOT project and Aark Digital Maturity Assessment.

https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://betterdigital.services/
https://digitalcheckup.org/#sgbody-90067723
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://thenewreality.info/
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://www.dataorchard.org.uk/what-is-data-maturity
https://www.cogapp.com/leading-digital-transformation
https://www.dotproject.coop/services
https://www.arrkgroup.com/
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Our review also identified some frameworks are more appropriate for different starting points

Small charities and/or charities at an early stage of developing maturity
Charity Digital Code, SCVO, NCVO, Charity Digital Code and CAST Better Digital Services are the most 
accessible, with connections to further resources and training. 

Large charities and/or charities making progress in digital maturity
New Reality, Digital leadership, Data Maturity Framework, Cogapp (specific to chief executives) are more 
extensive and provide an in-depth discussion of digital maturity. 

Services
Those looking to follow best practice in digital service design should look to the GDS and Shift 
Progressively frameworks. They complement the CAST Better Digital Services guide.

Assessing technical skills and knowledge gaps
The Tech Trust: ICT4NGOs offers a unique approach in their competency based test of technical 
knowledge, tailored to different expectations of the level of digital skills an individual should have.

Different starting points

https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://digitalcheckup.org/#sgbody-90067723
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://betterdigital.services/
https://thenewreality.info/
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://www.dataorchard.org.uk/what-is-data-maturity
https://www.cogapp.com/leading-digital-transformation
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles
http://progressively.org.uk/
http://progressively.org.uk/
https://betterdigital.services/
https://uk.ict4ngo.org/evaluator/instruction


Follow up for...
Team, people and skills NCVO
Culture  New Reality, Charity Digital Code, Rockerfeller, Digital Leadership 
Internal systems Tech Trust,  ICT4NGO, SCVO, Digital leadership, NCVO, New Reality
Leadership Digital leadership, Cogapp 
Risks Charity Digital Code, SCVO
Communications Conscientious Content Happiness Index and NCVO
Data  Data Maturity Framework (by DataKind and Data Orchard)
Financial sustainability Shift progressively 
Strategy Charity Digital Code, CapGemini 
User-centred /Services CAST Better Digital Services, GDS, NCVO, FutureGov
Collaboration CAST Better Digital Services, GDS, NCVO
Innovation 100% Open toolkit, New Reality, Digital leadership, Rockerfeller 
Accessibility CAST Better Digital Services, GDS, NCVO, 
Responsible, ethical Charity Digital Code, DotEveryone Tech transformed project
Open 100% Open toolkit, CAST Better Digital Services, GDS,
Future Charity Digital Code
Social impact Shift progressively, CAST Tenants of Tech for Good, Social Tech Trust
Diversity Rockerfeller, Charity Digital Code

https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://thenewreality.info/culture
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://s3.amazonaws.com/appforest_uf/f1501183641679x524917938048020030/Building_the_Capacity_to_Innovate_A_guide_for_nonprofits_FINAL3_Digital_7.27.17.pdf
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://uk.ict4ngo.org/
https://digitalcheckup.org/
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://thenewreality.info/themeinfrastructure
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://www.cogapp.com/leading-digital-transformation
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://digitalcheckup.org/
https://contentious.ltd/how-content-is-your-content/
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://dataevolution.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2017/01/Summary-Designed-Data-Maturity-Framework-Social-Sector-FINAL-v1.pdf
http://progressively.org.uk/
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://www.capgemini.com/consulting/wp-content/uploads/sites/30/2017/07/dti_digitalculture_report.pdf
https://betterdigital.services/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://blog.wearefuturegov.com/a-digital-maturity-assessment-that-your-organisation-can-act-upon-2eedfc456c26
https://betterdigital.services/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://www.100open.com/toolkit/
https://thenewreality.info/themeinfrastructure
https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework
https://s3.amazonaws.com/appforest_uf/f1501183641679x524917938048020030/Building_the_Capacity_to_Innovate_A_guide_for_nonprofits_FINAL3_Digital_7.27.17.pdf
https://betterdigital.services/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles
https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://www.tech-transformed.com/
https://www.100open.com/toolkit/
https://betterdigital.services/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
http://progressively.org.uk/
https://hackernoon.com/six-tenets-of-tech-for-good-210168573f87
https://socialtechtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Nominet-Trust-Triple-Helix-Overview-Paper.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/appforest_uf/f1501183641679x524917938048020030/Building_the_Capacity_to_Innovate_A_guide_for_nonprofits_FINAL3_Digital_7.27.17.pdf
https://doit.life/charity-digital-code


Charity Digital Code
The Charity Digital Code was developed in 2018, based on learning 
from 40 charities, a sector steering group and 171 responses to the 
sector wide consultation. It’s free and is now incubated by CAST, 
offering connections to follow up training without insisting on this.  It 
focuses on the principles and best practice in digital, rather than 
offering a diagnostic assessment. It also links to key resources to 
learn more about each area. It does not provide a diagnostic 
assessment but it is worth noting that Hubbub translates the Charity 
Digital Code into a diagnostic tool, connected to a separate 
organisation and consultancy offer)

Target audience: The Charity Digital Code has been produced for 
charities of all sizes, with separate guidance for small and large 
charities. 

Topics: Leadership; user-centered; culture; strategy; team, people 
and skills, risks; responsible tech and ethics; future; innovation; 
accessibility; diversity and inclusion;  It doesn’t cover: Internal 
systems; communications; data; social impact; sustainability; services; 
collaboration or openness. 

https://doit.life/charity-digital-code
https://www.hubbub.net/charitydigitalcode


NCVO
NCVO’s Digital Maturity matrix is a diagnostic tool to self assess 
perceptions of digital maturity for a large number of key areas. Each 
question asks for a rating on a scale of 1 to 4 as to where you are 
now and where you want to be in future. It offers a visualisation of 
the maturity score, present and ambitions, as well as the ability to 
save and return to this. The tool is designed for all charities, but is 
most well targeted towards smaller and medium size charities.

Topics: Leadership, user-centred, strategy, risks, data, 
communications, team, people and skills, internal systems, services, 
accessibility. It doesn’t cover: Culture; sustainability; responsible 
tech; diversity; collaboration; innovation; future or social impact

Evidence base: This is based on an early prototype and substantive 
redesign based on internal learning, reviewing 5 other tools and 
in-depth user testing. The Matrix was first developed two years ago 
by third sector digital champion Jo Kerr at Breast Cancer Care.

https://tools.ncvo.org.uk/digitalmaturitymatrix


SCVO
SCVO (Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations) Digital Check-up  
is intended to be a starting point for a more detailed conversation 
with SCVO about digital needs. This follow up is free to member 
organisations. It is a very streamlined and simple diagnostic survey, 
giving you an overall score, as well as an average benchmark score 
for other organisations across similar income brackets. The tool also 
has extensive reading lists for further information, according to the 
area specified as most interesting to you. 

Target audience: The guide is designed to be accessible to those 
very new to digital and is particularly relevant to small charities.

Topics: Leadership; culture; team; people and skills; risks; internal 
systems; communications; data. It doesn’t cover: user-centred; 
financial sustainability; strategy; services; collaboration; innovation; 
accessibility; responsible; openness; future; social impact; diversity.

Evidence base: Internal learning and user feedback, with questions 
updated regularly. To date 200 organisations have used the tool with 
50 following up. The developers update the tool regularly based on 
data and feedback, as well as the follow up calls with organisations. 

https://scvo.org.uk/digital/evolution/check-up?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Digital+e-bulletin+18+April&utm_content=Digital+e-bulletin+18+April+CID_9f4be082708884a3c80ffe2fe7e7438e&utm_source=Email+marketing+software&utm_term=Take+the+Digital+Check-up&sg_sessionid=1524063810_5ad75e426b4806.79191974&__sgtarget=-1&__sgbrwsrid=53cab14bc2de204593d78f524f69ff45#sgbody-90067723


Digital Leadership Tool
Digital leadership Digital Maturity Framework is a microsite and 
survey diagnostic test. Fifteen competencies are evaluated on the 
level between 1 and 5 to produce a digital maturity score. The test 
works best when it’s completed by Digital Leads and their 
colleagues to capture different perspectives in the organisation.

Target audience: Larger charities 

Topics: Team, people and skills; internal systems; culture; 
leadership; communications; data; financial sustainability; services; 
innovation; 

It doesn’t cover: risks; user-centred; strategy; collaboration; 
accessibility; responsible tech; openness; future; social impact; 
diversity

Evidence Base: Numerous charities across the sector using the 
survey (as well as informed insight from years of specialist insight / 
training in the sector)

https://www.digitalleadership.ltd/digital-maturity-framework


Better Digital Services
Better Digital Services lists 9 key design principles that 
help charities build better digital services. It is a microsite 
produced by CAST, with links to case studies and key 
resources to learn more. The 9 principles are: User needs, 
Understand what is out there first, build the right team, 
take small steps and learn as you go, build digital services 
not websites, be inclusive, think about privacy and 
security, build for sustainability, collaborate and build 
partnerships, be open.

Topics: Team, people and skills; user-centred; services; 
innovation; openness; collaboration; financial 
sustainability. It doesn’t cover: risks; strategy; leadership; 
internal systems; culture; accessibility; responsible tech; 
future; social impact; diversity; communications; data

Evidence base: Workshops and 1:1 research interviews 
with over 50 charities and funders of all sizes

https://betterdigital.services/


Data Maturity framework
The Data Maturity Framework and Self-Assessment Tool 
by Data Orchard are designed to help not-for-profit 
organisations better understand how they are doing with 
data and what they can do to improve across five stages: 
Unaware, Emerging, Learning, Developing, and Mastering.

Topics: Data; culture; team, people and skills; leadership

It doesn’t cover: User-centred; services; innovation; 
openness; collaboration; financial sustainability; risks; 
strategy; internal systems; accessibility; responsible tech; 
future; social impact; diversity; communications

Evidence base: It is based on research and development 
(including the Data Evolution project in partnership with 
DataKind UK 2015-17) with over 200 charities and social 
enterprises in interviews, workshops and user testing. 

https://www.dataorchard.org.uk/what-is-data-maturity
https://www.dataorchard.org.uk/data-maturity-assessment-tool


Key reports
Cogapp: Leading Digital Transformations

This report provides strategic advice and guidance 
for charity Chief Executives. Focus areas include: 
digital ambition, chain of command with head of 
digital, positioning digital in the organisation, 
investing in digital as infrastructure not marketing, 
digital literacy of senior teams

The New Reality is based on in-depth research with 
50 charities in 2015, focusing on how charities can 
create a step change in digital. It is organised around 
5 themes: leadership, culture, infrastructure, 
innovation, funding and service delivery. Despite 
being dated, the findings and guidance is largely in 
line with the group of digital maturity frameworks 
collated. 

https://www.cogapp.com/leading-digital-transformation
https://thenewreality.info/


Our observations
The Digital Leadership Framework is by far one of the most 
comprehensive digital maturity frameworks with clear indicators of 
progress at each stage, showing clearly what is expected for a 
digitally mature organisation. However, the depth could be 
off-putting to some and the breadth could be overwhelming, make 
it challenging to know what to prioritise first. 

Better Digital Services is very much focused on digital services, 
rather than organisational digital maturity. Whilst there is a lot of 
crossover, it is missing some of the components that are widely 
covered by other frameworks. It works best in tandem and offers 
some helpful follow up resources for areas of interest in 
development. 

The data maturity framework is not about digital maturity, but the 
two areas often go hand in hand. The framework is very well 
researched, thought through and evidence based, making it worth 
exploring. It will soon be available as an online diagnostic tool to 
complete. 

The Charity Digital Code touches on a number of key 
considerations for digital maturity and is useful in 
differentiating expectations of larger and smaller charities. 
As such, it is helpful as a starting point to those 
organisations at an earlier stage in developing digital 
capacity. 

The NCVO tool is very user-friendly and easy to complete, 
offering helpful signposting. It doesn’t assume you want or 
need to make progress, offering a helpful approach to 
identify their gaps and weaknesses, as well as their own 
strategic priorities. The visualisation is helpful for showing 
relative progress, although it is difficult to determine next 
steps. 

SCVO Digital Checkup is one of the shortest and simplest 
tools to challenge organisations to think about what they 
need to improve on. Some idea of digital terminology and 
practice is required to complete the tool. However, this is 
helpfully positioned as a route to knowing what questions 
to ask and which topics to think about first. 

https://dataorchard.co.uk/urgent-call-for-guinea-pigs-test-online-tool/
https://dataorchard.co.uk/urgent-call-for-guinea-pigs-test-online-tool/


5. Summary



Key takeaways
The scope of the digital maturity frameworks

● There are a lot more than we expected 
● Most have limited evidence behind them and many are based on internal learning
● They frameworks look to be of limited use as standalone tools 
● They tend to be designed for one completion as a snapshot of the organisation (not always clear)
● The value of each is indicated by who owns it and their typical target audience
● Most focus on scoring or best practice. 
● Few offer signposting to follow-up support, resources and training to help understand what next 

The content of digital maturity frameworks

● They broadly cover the same topics and there is a lot of consistency in descriptions - the key 
differences are the depth to which they delve in to digital maturity focus areas

● Only a limited number of define digital maturity stages (particularly those aimed at charities) and 
fewer describe the milestones or indicators for progress against key focus areas. 

● Very few differentiate between development pathways for different sizes of organisation. 



Key recommendations
For digital maturity framework producers

● Be explicit about the target audience, thinking about the size of organisation your tool is most 
helpful for (or who took part in research or user testing for it) and their current digital capacity

● Be clear about who should complete an assessment (individual or across organisation) and how 
they should look to use the results

● Develop better signposting to follow-up support, resources and training 
● Be more explicit about the evidence base behind them and look to build on this
● Give clear definitions of the key topics you focus on and the terminology used
● Undertake user-testing in context, to ensure tools are helpful to organisations completing them in 

terms of improving their confidence, motivation and focus on next steps for digital maturity. 

Broader sector needs
● A clearer understanding of what a digitally mature charity looks like and how this differs for small 

and large charities. 
● A greater evidence base about milestones and indicators for progress against key focus areas, 

particularly for: diversity; future; innovation; social impact and responsible tech 



Key recommendations
For those deciding whether to make use of a digital maturity framework

If you are thinking about using a digital maturity tool based we would suggest you consider: 

1. The reasons why you think it is important your organisation needs to do this
2. Who is best placed to complete an assessment and whether this should be completed by more than one person, 

at different levels of seniority, individually or collectively. 
3. Whether a single framework will be comprehensive or detailed enough to address a problem area and if scoring 

could help or hinder progress by drawing attention to some gaps and not others (particularly if they are not 
covered by a framework)

4. What the results of the tool could mean in the context of what you do 
5. How to make best use of the findings in the context of the wider strategic direction of your organisation

Answering these questions should help you to be clear about the type of support, resources and training you need to 
have in place in order to develop your organisational digital maturity. 

We have synthesised this slide deck in to this ‘Guide to Digital Maturity Assessments’ Document. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bATA6wkJBHo4t-EUXdPpTeobM59KDuZrafnKWiAnRmA/edit#


 Outputs

1. Airtable views (main base here)
a. All 50 tools
b. 33 charity tools

2. Poster communicating the findings
3. Guide to digital maturity frameworks
4. Blog Post sharing findings
5. Podcast on Tech for Good Live

Next steps

● Direct research with charities 
● Convene with tool developers

Next steps

https://airtable.com/tblHqatdBqHhbThCb/viwG6i5nw6SPdoIN0?blocks=hide
https://airtable.com/shrPu7tPawOcuX89g
https://airtable.com/shrowbkYn6rs1uhAA
http://www.thinksocialtech.org/digitalmaturityresearch/poster
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bATA6wkJBHo4t-EUXdPpTeobM59KDuZrafnKWiAnRmA/edit#
https://medium.com/wethecatalysts/de-fragging-digital-maturity-f9e093554ca5
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/tfgl2019-s3-ep7-digital-maturity/id1119197543?i=1000447611517


Innovation Unboxed, Helen Lang 

● Website: https://www.innovationunboxed.org/ 
● Email: helen@innovationunboxed.org
● Twitter: https://twitter.com/iboxforgood

Think Social Tech, Nissa Ramsay

● Website: http://www.thinksocialtech.org/
● Medium: https://medium.com/@thinksocialtech 
● Email nissa@thinksocialtech.org
● Twitter: https://twitter.com/NissaRamsay

Catalyst 

● Website: https://thecatalyst.org.uk/ 
● Medium: https://medium.com/wethecatalysts 
● Email: hello@thecatalyst.org.uk
● Twitter: https://twitter.com/wethecatalysts

Contact

https://www.innovationunboxed.org/
mailto:helen@innovationunboxed.org
https://twitter.com/iboxforgood
http://www.thinksocialtech.org/
https://medium.com/@thinksocialtech
mailto:nissa@thinksocialtech.org
https://twitter.com/NissaRamsay
https://thecatalyst.org.uk/
https://medium.com/wethecatalysts
mailto:hello@thecatalyst.org.uk
https://twitter.com/wethecatalysts

